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Abstract. The paper presents an attempt to automate all data creation processes of
a rule-based shallow-transfer machine translation system. The presented methods
were tested on four fully functional translation systems covering language pairs:
Slovenian paired with Serbian, Czech, English and Estonian language. An ex-
tensive range of evaluation tests was performed to assess the applicability of the
methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The field of automatic translation of natural languages witnessed a major break-
through in the last decade. The paradigm of a Statistical Machine Translation –
SMT [8, 36] and especially its most successful method, a direct translation of small
pieces of text (phrases) with the help of the evidence found in huge volumes of
parallel bilingual data, became a mainstream research direction. The successful sys-
tems represented by Google Translate [20] even managed to persuade the general
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public that translating natural languages may be relatively successfully performed
automatically. This is indeed a major achievement, although the quality of the
translation results still lags behind a quality achieved by a skilled human translator.
The paradigm is further described in Section 2.3.

On the other hand, the success of the phrase-based statistical approach to ma-
chine translation also negatively affected the research still relying on more tradi-
tional approaches. Although there are specific research areas where the traditional
approaches (relying mostly on handcrafted resources – dictionaries, grammars, trans-
lation rules – we are going to use the term rule-based methods in the sequel) might
still compete with the statistical paradigm, many researchers think that the effort
invested into building a rule-based system must be much bigger than the effort in-
vested into gathering parallel data and using them in a statistical system based for
example upon the Moses [27] platform.

In this article we would like to show that this obstacle in the slow process of
development of rule-based machine translation systems, namely the amount of hu-
man labour which is necessary for creating grammar rules and dictionary items,
can be overcome. We are going to demonstrate it by means of a system aiming at
translation between related languages, because even this special category of systems
which may exploit a similarity of related languages, faces the issue. The systems
for machine translation between related languages typically use simplified architec-
ture and exploit the similarity of languages by means of the application of shallow
grammar and transfer rules, but even those rules require substantial effort. This
article presents an attempt to automate all data creation processes of a rule-based
shallow-transfer machine translation system and its background.

In our experiments, we have intentionally avoided using language pairs which
are too closely related (and therefore too similar), such as Czech and Slovak, or
Serbian and Croatian. Very close similarity might actually cause some bias in our
experiments – we are aiming at methods generally applicable regardless of a degree
of relatedness. As it has already been shown in several papers (see, e.g. [24] for
the translation from Czech to Slovak, Polish and Lithuanian, and [25] for Czech to
Slovak and Russian), the results for Czech to Slovak translation are much better
than the results for the translation from Czech to other Slavic languages. On top
of that, the modules used in the Czech to Slovak system are much simpler, they
rely on morphological and syntactic similarity much more than the modules used in
other language pairs.

Several methods that automate some parts of the shallow transfer Rule Based
Machine Translation (RBMT) system construction have been presented and are
even used as part of the construction toolkits like Apertium [12], which is a widely
used open source toolkit for creating machine translation systems between related
languages. Parts of the creation process have been addressed by several authors. Let
us mention for example automated monolingual dictionary extraction [19]; support
for agglutinative languages [5]; Part Of Speech – POS, defined in Section 2.2, tagger
training [42, 23, 7]; automatic induction of shallow-transfer rules [41]; automatic
extraction of bilingual dictionaries [10]. Some of these technologies have been used
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in our experiments along with newly developed methods. All methods and materials
discussed in this article were tested on a fully functional machine translation system
based on Apertium.

It may be argued that building an SMT system would be a natural choice given
that we aim at an automatisation of the process of creation an MT system for a new
language pair. The unsupervised stochastic approach has, however, a couple of
drawbacks that cannot be ignored; the SMT systems, to be successful, require huge
amount of parallel texts [35] that is available only for very few widely used languages
like English, Spanish, French, Arabic, Chinese, etc. The performance is worsened
when the target language is a language with the free word order or with rich flection,
and a set of properties what is typical for Slavic languages, the language group we
are primarily targeting.

Our preference for rule-based methods is natural. Such approach provides
a number of advantages, such as precise traceability of the translation procedures
and easy updating [18] and debugging. Unfortunately, systems based on RBMT
methods are inglorious for the high cost of language data production [3].

The article is organised as follows: The state of the art is presented in Section 2,
the presentation of methods used in our experiments can be found in Section 3.1. The
description of the methods used is described in Section 4, the evaluation method-
ology with results is presented in Section 5, and the paper is concluded with a
discussion in Section 6.

2 STATE OF THE ART

The research presented in this paper is within the scope of Fully Automatic Machine
Translation (FAMT), which comprises every automatic translation of natural lan-
guages with no user intervention [15]. More specifically, the research focuses on the
translation of related languages, one of the most suitable paradigms for this domain
is the Shallow Transfer Rule-Based Machine Translation. It has a long tradition and
it has been successfully used in a number of MT systems, some of which are listed
in Section 2.1.

One of the methods, which guarantees relatively good results for the translation
of closely related languages is the method of a rule-based shallow-transfer approach.
It has a long tradition and it has been successfully used in a number of MT systems,
some of which are listed in Shallow-transfer systems usually use a relatively linear
and straightforward architecture where the analysis of a source language is usually
limited to the morphemic level.

Figure 2 shows the architecture of the most popular translation system for re-
lated languages Apertium [12] and its predecessor, Čeśılko [22], designed primarily
for the translation between Slavic languages.

To the authors’ knowledge, there were no experiments that have tried to auto-
matically construct all linguistic data for a fully functional shallow transfer RBMT
system, other than the already presented attempts in [48].
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Parts of the creation process have been addressed by several authors such as Au-
tomated lexical extraction [19]; Support for agglutinative languages [5]; POS tagger
training [42, 23, 7]; automatic induction of shallow-transfer rules [41]; automatic
extraction of bilingual dictionaries [10]. Some of these technologies are used in this
paper along with newly developed methods. They are implemented by means of
an open source system Apertium, [12], which presents an optimal platform for fur-
ther linguistic exploitation and improvement of the data and algorithms as all the
data are organised in a transparent manner using XML format. The advantages of
an XML are standardisation, readability and editability by humans. The fact that
Apertium is available as open source enables easy inclusion of new methods into the
existing tools and its modular design supports adding new modules into the existing
translation pipeline and changing the overall design.

2.1 Existing MT Systems for Related Languages

A number of experiments in the domain of machine translation for related languages
have led to the construction of more or less functional translation systems. The
systems are ordered alphabetically:

• Altinas [2] for Turkic languages.

• Apertium [12] for Romance languages.

• Dyvikl, Bick and Ahrenberg [14, 6, 1] for Scandinavian languages.

• Čeśılko [21], for Slavic languages with rich inflectional morphology, mostly lan-
guage pairs with Czech language as a source.

• Ruslan [37] full-fledged transfer based RBMT system from Czech to Russian.

• Scannell [43] for Gaelic languages; between Irish (Gaeilge) and Scottish Gaelic
(G‘aidhlig).

• Tyers [46] for the North Sámi to Lule Sámi language pair.

• Guat [48] for Slavic languages with rich inflectional morphology, mostly language
pairs with Slovenian language.

The experiments presented in this paper are based on technologies presented by [12]
and [21].

2.2 Part of Speech and Morphosyntactic Tagging

Part of Speech (POS) tagging is the process of marking up the word forms in a text as
belonging to a particular class defined as part of speech, based on both its definition
and the particular context (usually in a sentence). Morphologically rich languages
(e.g. Slavic, Romance and other languages) use an extended set of tags usually
called Morphosyntactic tags (MSD) where other descriptors are added to the basic
Category of the word like Type, Gender, Number, Case. An example of such tagset
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is presented in [16]. The tagging process can be automated by tools such as [7]
and [42]. An example of a tagged sentence is presented in Figure 11, the ana tag is
the MSD descriptor of the adjacent word.

2.3 Statistical Machine Translation – SMT

Statistical machine translation is based on parametric statistical models, which are
constructed on bilingual aligned corpora (training data). The methods focus on
looking for general patterns that arise in the use of language instead of analyzing
sentences according to grammatical rules. The main tool for finding such patterns
is counting a variety of objects – statistics. The main idea of the paradigm is to
model the probability that parts of a sentence from the source language translate
into suitable parts of sentence in the target language.

2.4 The Finite-State Rules

Definition 1. The rules consist of pairs: < pattern, action >; pattern ≡ Lci ◦ b ◦
Lci+1 ◦ b ◦ . . . ; action ≡ actions(pattern).

A pattern is denoted by a sequence of a variable length of lexical categories (defined
in Definition 13) of the source language, separated by blanks (b – blank). The action
denotes actions that must be applied to the source pattern and the output pattern
of the lexical categories of the target language. The actions defined in the main part
of the rule are applied after detection of the source pattern.

The structural transfer module of Apertium uses finite-state pattern matching
to detect fixed-length patterns of lexical forms (chunks or phrases) needing spe-
cial processing due to grammatical divergences between two languages (gender and
number of changes to ensure agreement in the target language, word reordering, lex-
ical changes such as changes in prepositions, etc.) and performs the corresponding
transformations. In the experiment we used the same type of rules, but only looking
for the agreement in all possible lexical forms of words in a local context.

An example of a rule is presented in Figure 1. A rule consists of two parts:
pattern and action. Patterns are usually expressed in terms of lexical categories,
for instance, “article-noun” or “article-noun-adjective”. The action part determines
what action should be executed on particular pattern. The out part deals with
actual output generation.

2.5 Statistical Language Model

A statistical language model assigns a probability to a sequence of words by means
of a probability distribution. Language modeling is used in many natural language
processing applications such as speech recognition, machine translation, part-of-
speech tagging, parsing and information retrieval. We use a simple language model
based on tri-grams (trained on word forms without any morphological annotation)
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<rule>

<pattern>

<pattern-item n="CAT__adj_5"/>

<pattern-item n="CAT__n_4"/>

</pattern>

<action>

<out>

<lu>

<clip pos="1" side="tl" part="lemh"/>

<clip pos="1" side="tl" part="adj_5_0"/>

<clip pos="2" side="tl" part="n_4_1"/>

<clip pos="2" side="tl" part="n_4_2"/>

<clip pos="2" side="tl" part="n_4_3"/>

<clip pos="1" side="tl" part="adj_5_4"/>

</lu>

<b pos="1"/>

<lu>

<clip pos="2" side="tl" part="lemh"/>

<clip pos="2" side="tl" part="n_4_0"/>

<clip pos="2" side="tl" part="n_4_1"/>

<clip pos="2" side="tl" part="n_4_2"/>

<clip pos="2" side="tl" part="n_4_3"/>

</lu>

</out>

</action>

</rule>

Figure 1. An example of a local agreement rule based on the Apertium structural transfer
rule scheme. The pattern matches all adjectives with 5 lexical categories adjacent
to noun with 4 categories. The action part outputs two lexical units (<lu>), first
the adjective which has 3 lexical categories identical to the noun (n 4 1, n 4 2,
n 4 3). The words agree in three categories (1 = gender, 2 = number, 3 = case).

which is intended to sort out “wrong” target sentences (these include grammatically
ill-formed sentences as well as inappropriate lexical mapping).

3 ARCHITECTURE OF THE TRANSLATION SYSTEM

In order to guarantee a uniform and transparent implementation environment we
have decided to use the Apertium [38] shallow-transfer machine translation toolbox
for our experiments although most of the methods could be applied to other systems
as well. Because the results described in [24] clearly indicate that the architecture
omitting the POS tagger at the beginning and using non-disambiguated morpho-
logical analysis of the source text relying at the stochastic ranker at the end of the
processing pipeline provides better results than the original architecture introduced
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Figure 2. The modules of a typical shallow transfer translation system
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Figure 3. The modules of the proposed (changed) shallow transfer translation system. The
system follows the basic design of [12, 22] with the omission of the POS tagger and
the inclusion of the ranker.

in [21] and later used also in Apertium [12], we have decided to use the architecture
described in Figure 3 for our experiments.

3.1 The Overview of the Used Data Types

For all modules of the system we need the following types of data:

1. Monolingual source dictionary with morphological information for source lan-
guage parsing.

2. Monolingual target dictionary with morphological information for target lan-
guage generation.

3. Bilingual translation dictionary.

4. Shallow transfer finite-state rules.
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5. Finite-state local agreement rules of the source language.

6. Finite-state local agreement rules of the target language.

7. Statistical target language model1.

8. Modelled source language tags2.

The monolingual dictionaries, defined in Definition 8 and presented in Sec-
tion 4.1, are used in the shallow parsing of the source text by the morphological
analyser module, number 2 in Figure 3, and in the generation of the translated text
in the target language by the morphological generator module, number 5 in Figure 3.

The bilingual dictionary, defined in Definition 13 and presented in Section 4.2,
is used for word-by-word and phrase translation, in our case the translation is based
on lemmata. The shallow transfer rules, defined in Definition 1 and presented in
Section 2.4, are used to address local syntactic and morphological rules such as
local word agreement and local word reordering. The module using the bilingual
dictionary and the shallow transfer rules is the structural transfer module, number 4
in Figure 3.

The finite state local agreement rules of the target language are used in the local
agreement module in order to eliminate errors produced by shallow transfer rules
in the transfer phase module, number 5 in Figure 3. The method of this module
is basically the same as in the Structural transfer module except using rules that
discover only local agreement and it is used on the output of that module.

The language model, presented in Section 2.5, of the target language is used
in the last stage of the pipeline by the ranker module, number 8 in Figure 3. The
ranker chooses the best translation candidate from the list of possible translation
candidates produced by the previous modules, on the basis of a statistical target
language model.

The multiple candidate selector, number 3 in Figure 3, uses the source language
morphological tags and the finite-state local agreement rules of the source language.
The method uses the same technology as the Structural transfer module with local
agreement rules induced from the source language as a heuristic to restrict the blow-
up of hypotheses of the non-disambiguated morphologically analysed input and the
same technology as the Ranker but the learning data is presented in the form of
POS tags (modeled source language tags) rather than original words for scoring the
morphologically analysed source language text in order to restrict the number of
possible translation candidates. The method is presented into greater detail in [26].

Each item from the list was addressed by applying a known method or by in-
troducing a new method. The methods are presented in more detail in Section 4.

A fully functional system was constructed using presented methods. Its overall
performance was evaluated in Section 5.

1 Used in the module of the stochastic ranker which extends the original system and
which has been described in [24]

2 Used in the Multiple candidates selector module proposed by the extension of the
original system [12] and described in [26]
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4 USED METHODOLOGY

Each module from Figure 3 consists of the basic software and language-specific data.
The data in Apertium format is structured in human readable XML format. The
following subsections present the descriptions for the data creation process for each
module.

4.1 Monolingual Source and Target Dictionary Creation

Definitions 2 through 8 present the formal definition of the morphosyntactic dictio-
nary.

Definition 2. Word w is composed of the prefix pr, stem s and postfix po: w =
pr ◦ s ◦ po. ◦ defines a concatenation of two strings.

Figure 4 shows an example how the word miza (table) is decomposed.

word: miza

stem: miz

prefix: /

postfix: a

miza = / - miz - a

Figure 4. A word is composed of a prefix, a stem and a suffix

Definition 3. Morphosyntactic description MSD is a string that defines the mor-
phosyntactic classes of a word as defined in Definition 2. Each word w is assigned
an appropriate morphosyntactic description MSD. All words with the same MSD
are grouped in one set. w ∈MSDm ↔ m is the MSD of w.

Figure 5 shows a MSD example how word forms are grouped into MSD sets.

MSD:

Ncfsn - Noun common feminine singular nominative

Ncnsn - Noun common neuter singular nominative

Vmep-sm - Verb main perfective participle singular masculine

words:

miza, hi\v{s}a: Ncfsn

drevo, kolo: Ncnsn

kupil: Vmep-sm

Figure 5. Word forms belong to one MSD set
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Definition 4. A lexeme Le is a unit of lexical meaning. Lexeme Le is a set of word
forms with the same meaning. A set of rules RLe, which use the same stem and add
prefixes and suffixes, defines all word forms for the lexeme Le. The set of rules RLe

is composed of the rules in the form: r ∈ RLe; r ≡ pr ◦ s ◦ po ⇒ MSDm. The first
part of the rule is a pattern and all words forms that match this pattern belong to
the set defined by the MSD on the right side of the rule. The rules usually prevent
the inclusion of synonyms into one lexeme although technically this is possible.

Definition 5. A typical representative of a lexeme Le is a canonical form of a word
named lemma lm.

Definition 6. A word form w belongs to a lexeme Le, if there exists a rule: r ∈ RLe,
for which the following statement is true: the pattern of the rule must define the
word w and the right part of the rule, the MSD, defines the set the word belongs
to. w ∈ Le ⇒ ∃r ∈ RLe;w = pri ◦ si ◦ poi; r ≡ pr ◦ s ◦ po ⇒ MSD; pri = pr; si =
s; poi = po;w ∈MSDm;MSD = m.

Definition 7. A paradigm P is a set of all lexemes with the appropriate set of rules
that differ only by stems: ∀Lea, Leb ∈ P : ∀ra ∈ RLea∃rb ∈ RLeb : ra ≡ pr ◦sa ◦po⇒
MSD ∧ rb ≡ pr ◦ sb ◦ po⇒MSD.

Figure 6 shows two example paradigm excerpts and two lemmata that link to
the paradigms.

Paradigm:

žog/a__n (noun, )

change a into a feminine singular nominative

change a into e feminine singular genitive

change a into i feminine singular dative

...

življenjsk/i__adj (adjective, )

...

words:

<e lm="miza"><i>miz</i><par n="žog/a__n"/></e>

lemma = miza

stem = miz

paradigm = žog/a__n

<e lm="abramski"><i>abramsk</i><par n="življenjsk/i__adj"/></e>

lemma = abramski

stem = abramsk

paradigm = življenjsk/i__adj

Figure 6. Two example paradigm (žog/a n, življenjsk/i adj) excerpts and two lemmata
that link to the paradigms
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Definition 8. A morphosyntactic dictionary is composed of a set of paradigms (P )
from the Definition 7.

The entries in the monolingual (morphosyntactic) dictionary are organized in
morphological paradigms, as defined in [44]. Morphological paradigms are classes
that contain all lemmata that share the same behavior (regarding all possible word
forms). In other words, it contains all lemmata that change in the same manner for
all the applicable MSD tags. Figure 7 shows a sample paradigm for nouns in female
gender in Slovenian.

<pardef n="cerk/ev__n">

<e><p>

<l>ev</l>

<r>va<s n="n"/><s n="f"/><s n="du"/><s n="gen"/></r>

</p></e>

<e><p>

<l>ev</l>

<r>ve<s n="n"/><s n="f"/><s n="pl"/><s n="nom"/></r>

</p></e>

<e><p>

<l>ev</l>

<r>vo<s n="n"/><s n="f"/><s n="sg"/><s n="acc"/></r>

</p></e>

<e><p>

<l>ev</l>

<r>ev<s n="n"/><s n="f"/><s n="sg"/><s n="nom"/></r>

</p></e>

<e><p>

...

</pardef>

Figure 7. A part of a sample paradigm for nouns in female gender in Slovenian. The sample
lemma is cerkev – church. The ending -ev changes according to the possible MSD
variants.

The data can be compacted using paradigms as shown in the following example:
if we take an example from English which would handle the correct forms in the
past tense; the transformation of regular verbs (as e.g. the word walk – walked) can
be achieved by a morphological transformation rule (for past tense). This simple
rule accompanied only by a list of irregular words and their specific forms in the
past tense (as e.g. sleep – slept) is everything what we need for a given purpose. For
languages that employ concatenative morphology3 such as the majority of European
languages, different forms of the same word are realised by changing the prefix

3 words are composed of multiple morphemes concatenated together; the morphemes
include the stem plus prefixes and suffixes
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and/or the suffix of the word. Thus the Czech adjective sladký (sweet) can be
derived into nej-slad-š́ı-ho (sweetest – masculine or neutral form in the genitive or
accusative case), by adding the prefix nej- representing the superlative, by changing
the suffix -ký (comparative) to the suffix -̌śı and by adding a case ending -ho for
masculine and neutral gender. An example of this phenomenon, although only for
the suffixes, in Slovenian is shown in Table 1.

Word Form Number Gender Case

mest-o singular neuter nominative
mest-a singular neuter genitive
mest-u singular neuter dative
mest-o singular neuter accusative
mest-u singular neuter locative
mest-om singular neuter instrumental
mest-a plural neuter nominative
mest-∅ plural neuter genitive
mest-om plural neuter dative
mest-a plural neuter accusative
mest-ih plural neuter locative
mest-i plural neuter instrumental
mest-i dual neuter nominative
mest-∅ dual neuter genitive
mest-oma dual neuter dative
mest-i dual neuter accusative
mest-ih dual neuter locative
mest-oma dual neuter instrumental

Table 1. All word forms for Slovenian lemma mesto (place/city). The word forms change
with suffixes.

4.1.1 Paradigm Creation

The words were grouped into paradigms in order to deal with multiple word forms
as both Slovenian and Serbian are highly inflectional languages. Each paradigm is
represented by:

• typical lemma – the lemma the paradigm was constructed from,

• stem – the longest common part of all words in the lemma,

• set of all words split into stems, prefixes, suffixes and Morpho-Syntactic Descrip-
tors (MSDs) [16].

The Slovenian language uses only one prefix – naj for the superlative form of the
adjective (dober – bolǰsi – najbolǰsi). An example of a paradigm is shown in Figure 8.

The annotated lexicons, the lists of unique words with lemma descriptor and
MSD, were extracted from corpus for both languages and the paradigms were con-
structed using Algorithm 1.
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lemma: cerkev

stem: cerk

example entries:

word form: cerkev

suffix: ev

MSD: noun+feminine+singular+nominative

word form: cerkvah

suffix: vah

MSD: noun+feminine+plural+locative

Figure 8. A part of a paradigm cerkev – church. Lemma: cerkev, stem: cerk, two word
forms cerkev and cerkvah

All of the word forms of a lemma present in the corpus are grouped into a class
representation of that lemma. For each lemma a paradigm is constructed from each
class. Two paradigms are joined together if the lemmata of both paradigms have
the same POS tag and if the entries, pairs of suffix and MSD, of one paradigm
present a complete subset of the compared paradigm. The complexity of this pro-

Algorithm 1 Paradigm construction algorithm

Input: lemmata
Output: paradigms
paradigms = ∅
for all lemma ∈ lemmata do

para← create paradigm from lemma
paradigms← paradigms + para

end for
for all p1 ∈ paradigms do

for all p2 ∈ paradigms do
joinParadigms = true
for all (z1, z2) ∈ p1.entries× p2.entries do

if p1. POS = p2. POS ∧
z1.MSD = z2.MSD ∧
z1. ending 6= z2. ending then

joinParadigms = false
end if

end for
if joinParadigms then

join paradigms p1 and p2 into paradigm p1
paradigms← paradigms \ p2 . remove p2 from paradigms

end if
end for

end for
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cess increases linearly as the number of lemmata in paradigms increases by joining
paradigms. The information about all lemmata that generated the paradigm is
stored in a list enabling easy lookup.

The monolingual source and target dictionaries were constructed using a starting
lexicon extracted from the corpus and joined paradigms resulting in a lexicon that
was roughly 20 times larger than the original lexicon. The new lexicon had (almost)
all missing word forms from the corpus.

4.2 Bilingual Translation Dictionary Creation

Definition 9. A lexical category Lc presents a substring of a morphosyntactic de-
scription MSD (defined in Definition 3).

Definition 10. A pair 〈lemma, tag〉; lemma ∈ Lm; tag ∈ Lc; where Lc is defined in
Definition 9 and Lm is defined in Definition 5, denotes a lemma with the associated
string of lexical categories.

Definition 11. Direction of validity direction ∈ {LR,RL} ;LR ≡ from the
source to the target; RL ≡ from target to the source; denotes the translation direc-
tion of an entry. Omitted operator denotes arbitrary direction.

Definition 12. A translation pair Tp ≡ direction << ls, ts >,< lt, tt >>; ls, lt ∈
Lm; ts, tt ∈ Lc; where ls is the lemma in the source language, lt is the lemma in the
target language, ts is the tag in source language and tt is the tag in target language,
defines a lemma of the source language with the associated lexical category and
the appropriate (translated) lemma of the target language with associated lexical
category.

Definition 13. A bilingual translation dictionary Bd is a set of translation pairs
Tp from Definition 12.

Definition 13 describes entries of a bilingual translation dictionary. The lexi-
cal category of the source lemma usually matches the lexical category of the target
lemma, particularly often in similar language pairs. The usage of the lexical cate-
gories enables the disambiguation of the lemmata with the same name and different
meaning.

An SMT word-to-word model [8], using GIZA++ tool [36], was trained on the
parallel sentence aligned list extracted from the corpus. The list is shown in Figure 9.
Each word in the corpus is represented by the lemma (lemma of the word), ana
(morphosyntactic description – MSD [16]) and the word form used in the corpus.
Only the lemma and POS tag, the first part of the MSD, of each word were extracted
from the corpus for this task leaving parallel sentences in lemmatised form with the
POS tag. Figure 9 shows the prepared data.

The lemmata alignment ensures much better alignment performance due to the
search space reduction as described in Equation (1) and in Figure 10. The words
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priti_V biti_V do_S podrt_A drevo_N,

o_S kateri_P on_P biti_V praviti_V.

Figure 9. Prepared data: lemma and POS of each word from the corpus

from the monolingual dictionaries are aligned to the translations (bilingual lemmata
pairs) through paradigms that retain the information about the included lemmata,
see Section 4.1.1.

The number of word forms in a text is much bigger for highly inflected languages
like the Slavic languages. Table 2 shows the difference in the number of word forms
for the same corpus [17] and [13] in five languages; three rich inflectional Slavic
languages: Slovenian, Serbian, Czech along with English and Estonian for reference.
The ratio column shows the ratio between word-forms and lemmata.

Language Number of Words Lemmata Ratio

Slovenian 20 923 7 895 2.65
Serbian 21 505 8 392 2.56
Czech 22 273 9 060 2.46
English 11 078 7 020 1.58
Estonian 18 853 8 679 2.17

Table 2. Number of lemmata in the corpus MULTEXT-EAST [17]

The reduction of search space obviously increases the accuracy of the model
(the word-by-word translation model). This result is not surprising, but a lot of
information about the word form is lost in the process.

Let us observe the phenomenon to a greater extent. The word alignment model
as described in [8, 36] can be used as the basis for a new model that uses lemma+POS
descriptions of the actual word forms used in the bilingual parallel corpus.

Some simple definitions that will help the formulation of the Equation (1):

• L – language, all words

• EL – lemmata of the language L

• EL(i) – ith lemma with all word forms (from language L)

|L| =
|EL|∑
i=0

|EL(i)| (1)

The search space is reduced from |L| to |EL|.
Let us look at the example: If we take George Orwell’s novel “1984”, which

comprises the multilingual sentence-aligned part of the [17] corpus as a sample of
Slovenian language, we get the values in Figure 10 taken from Table 2. The search
space has been reduced from 20 923 word forms to 7 895 lemmata.
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Original language |L| = 20 923
Lematised language |EL| = 7 895

Figure 10. The reduction of the search space for Slovenian (small corpus MULTEXT-
EAST [17])

The bilingual parallel annotated corpus [17] comprises original text with addi-
tional information in the form of XML tags according to the TEI-P4 [45] and the
EAGLES [32] guidelines. An example excerpt is shown in Figure 11.

<s id="Osl.2.3.5.11">

<w lemma="priti" ana="Vmps-dma">Prisla</w>

<w lemma="biti" ana="Vcip3d--n">sta</w>

<w lemma="do" ana="Spsg">do</w>

<w lemma="podrt" ana="Afpnsg">podrtega</w>

<w lemma="drevo" ana="Ncnsg">drevesa</w>

<c>,</c>

<w lemma="o" ana="Spsl">o</w>

<w lemma="kateri" ana="Pr-nsl----a">katerem</w>

<w lemma="on" ana="Pp3msd--y-n">mu</w>

<w lemma="biti" ana="Vcip3s--n">je</w>

<w lemma="praviti" ana="Vmps-sfa">pravila</w>

<c>.</c>

</s>

Figure 11. A sentence in the corpus

4.3 The Induction of Rules for Shallow Transfer

The shallow, finite-state type transfer rules were constructed using available software
from Apertium toolkit. The software is based on the technologies presented in [41].
The basic idea of the process is using statistical methods to construct templates
from bilingual aligned corpus. These templates are later translated into finite-state
rules in the Apertium format.

4.4 Automatic Induction of Local Agreement Rules

The automatic induction of the local agreement rules produces the same format of
the rules as the method described in [41], but the method is limited to the discovery
of local agreement. The method discovers only local context of maximum length 3
(using trigram language model). The requirements for the method are much simpler,
just a monolingual, morphologically annotated corpus. The local agreement rules
were used by two modules of the translation system; the Multiple candidate selector
module and the Local agreement module. First module used the Local agreement
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rules trained on the source language and the second module on the target language
morphologically annotated corpus. The corpus used as training data was [17], which
was hand checked for errors in morphosyntactic tags. The corpus is multilingual,
all source and target language combinations were covered. Trigrams and bigrams
with morphological descriptions were extracted from source and target language
part of the corpus for each language pair. Each bigram and trigram was checked for
agreement among tags of different words, the tags and their positions were free. If
any agreements were found, a candidate for a rule was stored in the form presented
in Figure 1. The POS tags of the source bigram or trigram present the pattern part
of the rule. The action part of the rule is constructed from all the morphosyntactic
tags with agreement information. The rule candidates were grouped according to the
pattern and action definitions, each group with a predefined number of candidates
was chosen as a valid rule. The threshold for the number of candidates was selected
empirically on the basis of a small test; the authors admit that the threshold selection
should be further explored. The Algorithm 2 describes this process.

Algorithm 2 The process of automatic rule construction from annotated corpus

Input: trigrams← construct bigrams and trigrams of MSDs from corpus;
Output: allClasses (a set of constructed classes)
allClasses = ∅
for all trigram ∈ trigrams do

agreement = false
for all (msd1,msd2) ∈ trigram.msds× trigram.msds do . all pairs

for all (cat1, cat2) ∈ msd1.category ×msd2.category do
if cat1 = cat2 then . the msds agree in the selected categories

agreement = true
end if

end for
end for
if agreement then

tempRule← rule(cat1, cat2) . construct a rule
end if
if r ∈ allClasses ∧ tempRule = r then

r.count← r.count + 1 . found class r with same POS
else

allClasses← allClasses ∪ {tempRule} . new class
end if

end for
for all r ∈ allClasses do

if r.count ≤ threshold then
allClasses← allClasses \ {r} . delete low frequency classes

end if
end for
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4.5 The Statistical Target Language Model Creation

An essential part of the whole MT system is the statistical post-processor. The
main problem with our simple MT process described in the previous sections is that
both the morphological analyzer and transfer preserve the morphological and local
syntactic ambiguity, their combination then creates a huge number of variants (hy-
potheses) in the translation process. It would be very complicated (if possible at
all) to resolve this kind of ambiguity by hand-written rules. Therefore we have im-
plemented a stochastic post-processor which aims at the selection of one particular
sentence that suits best the language model trained on corpora. If corpora selection
process is valid, such model should represent the target language. The stochastic
ranker selects the sentence that is most likely correct in the target language. The
language models have been trained on corpora collected from randomly chosen ar-
ticles from the Wikipedia of the languages concerned4. The size of the corpora was
approx. 15 million words for Czech and English languages and approx. 7 million for
Estonian and Serbian languages.

4.6 Agreement of Source Language Tags

The agreement of morphological descriptors can be modeled using rules based on
regular expressions. The rules are described in Section 2.4. The same format of
rules as defined in the Apertium framework was used as it was the most appropriate
and already based on the same technology. The automatic induction of such rules
is presented in Section 4.4. The mechanism of discarding improbable translation
candidates is shown in Algorithm 3. A set of all possible sentences that are can-
didates for translation is constructed using the translation system. All applicable
local agreement rules are applied to each candidate sentence. If a candidate sentence
is changed by a rule, that means that words in local context should agree in more
lexical categories. Such candidate sentence is discarded.

Algorithm 3 Discarding of (possibly) all improbable candidates for the translation
using the agreement rules

Input: candidateSentences← constructAllCandidatesWithModules
Output: candidateSentences . same set with removed elements
for all candidate ∈ candidateSentences do

newSentence← applyRules(candidate)
if newSentence 6= candidate then

candidateSentences← candidateSentences \ candidate
end if

end for

4 http://cs.wikipedia.org, http://en.wikipedia.org, http://et.wikipedia.

org, http://sr.wikipedia.org
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All applicable rules, where a regular expression describes part of the translation
candidate, are applied on the translation candidate. If a rule changes part of the
translation candidate, the candidate is discarded.

5 EVALUATION METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

The methods presented in this paper in Section 4 concentrate on the construction
of machine translation systems for related morphologically rich languages. The
experiments aim at showing the quality of automatically generated data on a fully
functional translation system and also on the usability of presented methods for
rapid development of a translation system for a new language pair.

Four fully functional translation systems were constructed and evaluated in this
experiment:

1. SL-SR, Slovenian to Serbian translation system,

2. SL-CS, Slovenian to Czech translation system,

3. SL-EN, Slovenian to English translation system,

4. SL-ET, Slovenian to Estonian translation system.

5.1 Description of the Systems

The system using Slovenian-Serbian (SL-SR) language pair was constructed as a pi-
lot system which served for testing of our method in the process of its develop-
ment. The methods presented in this paper were checked through several itera-
tions (the systematic errors were corrected and the corrections included into the
basic framework). This language pair was used to check the quality of the pre-
sented methods on a fully functional translation system. Both languages are in-
flectionally, morphologically and derivationally rich. Although these languages are
related, the high degree of inflection of both languages still requires the morpho-
logical analysis of the source language and morphological synthesis of the target
language.

The SL-CS system was constructed to evaluate the applicability of the methods
presented in Section 4 on a new language pair of related languages and to test how
quickly a new system can be constructed. The properties of this language pair are
very similar to the properties of the first language pair (SL-SR). The system was
constructed from scratch in just two days by a single person on an ordinary personal
computer5.

The SL-EN and SL-ET systems were constructed to evaluate the applicability
of the presented methods and the overall design to a distant language pair. The
results presented in Table 12 and in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 show a clear decrease of
the translation accuracy using the same methodology and same training data. The

5 A notebook computer with 2 GB of RAM and an Intel Core2 duo processor.
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Estonian language was chosen as a distant highly inflectional language and English
language was chosen as a linear, distant language.

5.2 Description of the Evaluation Metrics

The evaluation of the translations was performed by means of three evaluation
methods, each of them is described in detail in a separate subsection further in this
section:

1. The automatic objective evaluation using METEOR [4, 30] metric.

2. The non-automatic evaluation by counting the number of edits needed to pro-
duce a correct target sentence from automatically translated sentence.

3. Non-automatic subjective evaluation following [31] guidelines.

The BLEU [39] metric was considered as one of the candidates for the evalua-
tion metrics, but it was discarded as many authors agree that BLEU metric sys-
tematically penalises RBMT systems [9, 29] and it is not suited for highly inflec-
tive languages. Authors of METEOR [4, 30] state that their system fixes most of
the problems encountered using BLEU metric; they state that it correlates highly
with human judgment. Unfortunately, in order to use METEOR, additional soft-
ware had to be written because original software does not support our language
pairs.

5.2.1 Automatic Objective Evaluation Using METEOR Metric

The publicly available implementation of the METEOR metric [30] version v0.6 was
used. The metric uses stemming mechanism as one of the algorithms that enhance
correlation with human evaluation for highly inflectional languages. The stemming
mechanism that is a side-product of our translation system was used. The results
are presented in Table 12, values marked with * show the METEOR evaluation
using no stemming and normal Porter-stem [40] for English language, the other
values show METEOR evaluation using proprietary stemming approaches. The last
two bars represent the reference translation systems, based on SMT. The Google
system [20] was evaluated on the same test-set while the values for Moses [27] system
are referenced in [34] tech report.

The bilingual parallel corpus [17] was used in automatic evaluation of trans-
lations. K-fold cross-validation [28] was used as the method for estimating the
generalisation error as it is most suitable for small data sets. In our case five-fold
cross validation was used instead of more frequently used ten-fold cross validation
as construction of a fully functional system was not automated. The corpus was
divided into five parts, each part consisting of roughly 1 700 sentences. The eval-
uation consisted of selecting one part of the corpus as testing set and remaining
four parts as training set. The translation system was constructed according to the
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methodology presented in Section 3.1 using the selected training set. The evalu-
ated values in each fold and the average final values are presented further in the
paper.

Figure 12. The METEOR metric scores. The evaluation was done using 5-fold cross valida-
tion. The values in the figure represent the average values of 5 folds with standard
deviation. The evaluations marked with * use Porter-stem or no stemming, the
other use proprietary stemming approaches.

5.2.2 Non-Automatic Evaluation Using Edit Distance

The weighted Levenshtein edit-distance [33] or more commonly known as Word Error
Rate (WER) was used to count the number of edits needed to produce a correct
target sentence from automatically translated sentence. This procedure shows how
much work has to be done to produce a good translation. The metric roughly reflects
the complexity of the post-editing task.

The evaluation comprised of selecting 200 sentences from the test data, translat-
ing these sentences using the translation system and manually counting the number
of words that had to be changed in order to obtain a perfect translation. By perfect
translation we mean a translation that is syntactically correct and expresses the
same meaning as the source sentence.
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The evaluations were performed mostly by students and researchers involved
in the experiment. The evaluations for Slovenian language and Czech language
were performed by two independent native speakers, the evaluations for the English
language, Serbian language and and for the Estonian language were performed by
one native speaker. The evaluation and the results presented in Figure 13 present
the WRR, the Word Recognition rate (1 – WER), which presents the performance of
the translation system instead of errors. The values of the evaluation of the systems
for Catalan – Spanish (CA – ES) and Catalan – French (CA – FR) [47] are added
for comparison. Both systems were manually built, the (CA – ES) system translates
between closely related languages and translation quality is much higher than in our
system, the translation quality values for (CA – FR) system are on the pair with
our best results.

Figure 13. The evaluation results using the Word Recognition Rate metric

5.2.3 Non-Automatic Subjective Evaluation Following [31] Guidelines

Subjective manual evaluation of translation quality was performed according to the
annual NIST Machine Translation Evaluation Workshop by the Linguistic Data Con-
sortium guidelines. The most widely used methodology when manually evaluating
MT is to assign values from two five-point scales representing fluency and adequacy.
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These scales were developed for the annual NIST Machine Translation Evaluation
Workshop by the Linguistic Data Consortium [31].

The five point scale for adequacy indicates how much of the meaning expressed
in the reference translation is also expressed in a hypothesis translation:

• 5 = All

• 4 = Most

• 3 = Much

• 2 = Little

• 1 = None

The second five-point scale indicates how fluent the translation is. It expresses
whether the translation is syntactically well formed. When translating into Serbian
the values correspond to:

• 5 = Flawless translation

• 4 = Good target language

• 3 = Non-native target language

• 2 = Disfluent target language

• 1 = Incomprehensible text

Separate scales for fluency and adequacy were developed under the assumption that
a translation might be disfluent but contain all the information from the source.

The same test-set of 100 sentences was randomly generated for all four languages.
The test data was not used in the linguistic data production process.

Two independent evaluators, native speakers, were used in the evaluation process
of the SL-SR and SL-CS systems and one native speaker for the SL-EN and SL-ET
systems.

The results are presented in Figure 14. The scores for SL-SR and SL-CS systems
are quite high, particularly the adequacy scores, the scores for the remaining two
systems are lower due to the non-similarity of the language pairs.

The Table 3 shows a satisfactory to very high inter-rater agreement according
to Cohen’s kappa coefficient [11].

FF SL-SR Agreement SL-CS Agreement

kappa 0.86 0.69

95% Cl 0.70–0.90 0.57–0.81

observed agreement 0.86 0.79

expected agreement 0.300 0.317

examples 100 100

Table 3. The Cohen’s kappa coefficient [11] for the SL-SR and SL-CS systems showing
satisfactory (SL-CS) to very-high (SL-SR) inter-rater agreement
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Figure 14. Evaluation results using [31] guidelines. Average values of four independent
evaluations show high scores for adequacy and lower values for fluency.

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The results presented in the paper support the claim that it is possible to use
automatic methods for the development of an MT system for related languages. The
relatedness constitutes a crucial condition for the success of the whole endeavor – if
the languages are not related or if they at least do not have similar morphological and
syntactic properties, it is impossible to use the simple architecture presented in the
paper and it is necessary to apply standard MT methods. This fact is demonstrated
by the results of our MT system for non-related language pairs.

The main contribution of the paper is the experiment documenting that even
though some MT systems for related languages required a substantial amount of
manual work for each new language pair (the construction of shallow parser or
transfer rules), it is possible to replace this manual work by automatic methods
which are still able to produce an MT system with acceptable quality. This is
a huge step forward which will allow building MT systems for related languages
automatically even for languages which have less developed linguistic resources and
tools.

Although the results and experiments presented in this paper are encouraging,
there is still a vast space for future work which should be directed both at the im-
provement of individual automatic methods and at the development of the system
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as a whole (e.g. further improvements of the architecture). The language models in
the experiments are limited to the harvested corpora from the Wikipedia to balance
the available corpora for the language pairs. The research of possible improvements
using bigger corpora will be done in the future. An interesting topic for further
research would also be a question how to proceed in building MT systems for “vir-
gin” languages, i.e. for languages which were still not affected by recent advances
in natural language processing and which completely lack the linguistic tools and
resources.
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